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 Edited by Liz Cooke

 Book reviews

 Jones, Adam
 Gender Inclusive: Essays on Violence, Men, and Feminist International Relations
 Abingdon, UK: Routledge, 2008, ISBN: 978-0-415-77513-7, 336 pp.

 A former UN Peacekeeping Commander in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC)
 recently asserted that 'it is now more dangerous to be a woman than a soldier in armed
 conflict' - a statement that was widely reported in the media earlier this year. It was
 also widely accepted without challenge, which would have been no surprise to Adam
 Jones, whose work of the past two decades has been focused on tackling the prevailing
 assumption of, and almost exclusive focus on, women's victimisation in analyses and
 responses to mass violence.

 In this collection of essays, Adam Jones examines in some depth the idea that men
 are specifically targeted in mass violence, drawing on compelling evidence of
 massacres of battle-age males from the classical wars to the twentieth century
 Holocaust and genocides. These essays cover a wide range of ideas, beginning with
 a 1990 study of the exclusion of male victims of violence in the North American media,
 through an attempt to broaden the understanding of gendercide - gender-selective

 mass killing - to incorporate a more specific focus on male victims, to some of the
 strongest pieces, where he presents compelling evidence of the targeted killing of
 battle-age males in Rwanda and Bosnia. Although the collection of essays is primarily
 academic in its appeal, Adam Jones does make a number of key recommendations to
 policymakers and those responding to mass violence suggesting that 'the initial/
 preliminary targeting of battle-age males for concentration and extermination is so
 regular a feature of twentieth-century genocides that it is almost ubiquitous' (p. 262).

 The collection also draws attention to male victims of mass violence, not only in an
 instrumental way, in order to better protect those considered more vulnerable, but also
 because they are victims in their own right and deserve protection and justice.

 Adam Jones takes the reader through the reasons why it is possible to kill men and
 older boys with little disapprobation, citing Leo Kuper's assertion in his work on
 genocide, that 'while unarmed men are seen as fair game, the killing of women and
 children arouses general revulsion' (p. 232). It is only when mass violence starts to
 impact on those considered inherently 'innocent', that it is viewed as transgressive and
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 the author draws on direct evidence from genocide survivors that the targeting of
 women and girls required 'additional justification and authorisation' (p. 250).

 Within the aid world, and among policymakers, there is a prevailing instinct to
 create homogenous groups of vulnerability - most often 'women and children' -
 rather than delving deeper into the dynamics of mass violence to analyse how different
 people are targeted in a variety of ways at different points in time. The evidence
 presented by Adam Jones illustrates the sophistication of genocidal killers - the
 manner in which different groups are identified, demonised, and targeted - in stark
 contrast to the simplistic analysis often found in the media, and among policy makers,
 and aid agencies.

 From an aid agency point of view, the systems that define our thinking about
 gender in conflict - the donor application forms and internal project management and
 quality control systems - draw us into a tick-box mentality, and stifle attempts at a
 more sophisticated analysis. There is little room within these systems for the
 complicated realities of gender dynamics that do not fit into the dominant paradigm
 of female victimisation and male aggression. Likewise an analysis that incorporates the
 intersectionality of complex and fluctuating elements of individual and group identity
 - relating to ethnicity, age, disability, political affiliation, and so on, is to a large extent
 absent. Within the institutional cultures of humanitarian agencies, which have fought a
 continuing battle to ensure that women's specific vulnerabilities, rights, needs, and
 capacities take prominent place within aid programmes, it is not considered politically
 expedient to focus on men's vulnerability when the battle to keep women on the
 agenda is ongoing and far from being won.

 In this respect, Adam Jones brings a welcome sophistication to gender analysis in
 relation to mass violence, and specifically genocide. While the earlier essays are more
 provocative in challenging notions of female victimisation and male aggression as the
 dominant model, as his thinking evolves over the two decades covered in this
 collection, he retains a balance between the necessity of acknowledging the ways in
 which women are affected by mass violence, and what he terms gendercidal
 institutions, with a robust attempt to bring male suffering into the picture.

 Adam Jones has been criticised for his conflation of sex and gender. However, that
 debate smacks of intellectual indulgence when faced with the stark evidence of how
 both men and women, boys and girls, are targeted in mass violence, and the impact
 this has on people whose lives cannot easily be packaged into homogenous groupings.
 The stories of how women dressed their sons and husbands in female clothing to try
 and save their lives, or made their teenage daughters as unattractive as possible to
 avoid rape, show how real people instinctively understand the gender dynamics of
 mass violence.

 As a collection of essays, this book represents a comprehensive analysis of gender
 dynamics of both victims and aggressors. In his introduction, the author comments on
 how struck he is by his 'consistency of tone and method'. However, that same
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 'consistency' can be found in the ideas presented in the essays, giving a feeling of lack
 of progression in the development of the key concepts put forward. Many of the longer
 essays cover multiple hypotheses which are reiterated in greater- or lesser-developed
 forms in later essays, resulting in a frustrating degree of repetition, and a patchiness in
 terms of length and depth. It is hard not to feel that his work would have been better
 presented as a collection of thematic chapters with each key idea developed in full.

 Some essays are of more interest and stronger than others, for example, the 2002
 essay on gender and genocide in Rwanda is one of the strongest in the collection,
 benefiting hugely from the large amount of source material that Adam Jones was able
 to draw upon, which lends greater depth and credibility to his analysis.

 This book speaks to a specialist, and primarily academic audience, both within
 gender and genocide studies, yet those who need to be influenced by this work are
 unfortunately least likely to read it: busy aid workers, activists, and policy makers who
 all too easily fall into unsophisticated and simplistic assumptions about female
 victimisation and male aggression because that is what those who hold them to
 account expect, value, and reward. For those seeking to push forward a more inclusive
 understanding of gender within their own work and institutions, this book provides
 inspiration and crucial evidence, to take forward that goal.

 Rachel Hastie, Protection Adviser, Oxfam GB, UK, email: rhastie@oxfam.org.uk

 El Sadaawi, Nawaal
 A Daughter of Isis: The Early Life of Nawal El Saadawi
 London and New York: Zed Books, 2009, ISBN: 978-1-84813-232-0, 354 pp.
 and
 Walking Through Eire: The Later Years of Nawal El Saadawi
 London and New York: Zed Books, 2009, ISBN: 978-1-84813-229-0, 292 pp.

 A pioneer voice of feminism in Egypt and the Middle East, Nawal El Saadawi has
 become an internationally renowned figure. There is no doubt that Nawal El Saadawi
 broke the cultural taboos of discussing sexuality and the rights of women, especially
 their sexual rights; an undertaking that brought on her the wrath of both the State as

 well as conservative and fundamentalist groups across the Arab world, and she is still
 a figure who causes considerable controversy across the Arab World.

 A Daughter of Isis takes the reader through the formative years of Nawal El
 Saadawi's life: her relations with her parents, her aunts, and her brother, and the
 challenges she faced in continuing her education in Cairo. Walking Through Fire covers
 her education as a medical doctor, until the present It is a vivid portrayal of a most
 significant period in the history of Egypt, moving through the 1952 Revolution (or
 coup d'?tat as it is referred to in the West) and the presidency of Anwar El Sadat, to the
 rise of political Islam and Islamic fundamentalism, and the increasing pressure and
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